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Unlocking Thinking Through and About GPS
Abstract

The article offers information about global positioning system (GPS) and geocaching which started when
GPS satellite signals were opened to public in the U.S. in 2009.Topics discussed include the Small Footprints
nature education trail in a college which consisted of seven outdoor learning stations on campus that is used
through geocaching; benefits of using GPS in education and use of GPS to develop critical thinking skills.
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unlocking thinking
through and about GPS
by James E. Schwartz
introduction
What can combine the challenge of a treasure hunt, the thrill of
a walk in the woods, the excitement of a puzzle well-solved, and
support learning of critical thinking skills? Learners and teachers in a small city in upstate New York are discovering that all
of these elements and more are a part of the Small Footprints
Nature Education Trail located at a local college. During a recent
academic year, students and faculty worked together to construct
a technologically-based learning experience that uses the natural
environment on campus as a site for teaching critical thinking in
the context of ecology and conservation. The unique thing about
this nature “trail” is that it is entirely invisible! Small Footprints
consists of seven outdoor learning stations on campus that users
access through geocaching.

zoo, in which a teacher marked a number of locations at the zoo
as waypoints. Teachers constructed worksheets for the students
to complete at each of these waypoints. One school used geocache sites on campus as a treasure hunt. One school used it as
a team-building (problem-solving) experience for teachers. One
summer camp uses geocaching by having students take digital
photos at the waypoints and then construct edited video of their
in a local park, and students used them to learn and write about
local history and geography (in the park). Some classes follow
1
around the world from their classrooms (using geocaching.com).

teaching with GPS

Geocaching began as a recreational pursuit that makes use of
hidden “caches” that contain miscellaneous objects and information. Geocaching began in May, 2000, when the U.S. government
“opened” GPS satellite signals to the public. Prior to this date, the
Global Positioning System (GPS) was only available for military
applications. The basic concept of geocaching is that a GPS
known as a waypoint. At that location, geocachers can hide an
object (a cache), and other geocachers can later use their GPS
ing skills to locate the cache. Small Footprints is but one example
of an educational use of geocaching. A growing body of literature
documents many others.
Dixon (2007) describes educational activities built around the use
of geocaching. One of the activities she describes is a trip to the
12 children’s technology and engineering May 2016

solve, the solutions to which became latitude and longitude coordinates to enter into a GPS-locating device. The device then led
students to locations that contained further problems and clues
required students to use GPS devices to determine latitude and
and use those coordinates to complete various math problems.
The math problems used in these activities employed skills that
the students had already learned and on which they had already

1

another cache, keeping an online log of its locations.
back to contents
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is that students enjoyed using GPS-based activities, and they
eralizable to other students and other subject areas: GPS-based
until students had a meaningful context for learning something as
basic as cardinal compass directions, they paid little attention to
the instruction provided. However, when students found that they
were, they paid close attention to instruction in order to be able to
solve the problem they cared about.
Anderson (2008) states that geocaching closely aligns with two
National Educational Technology Standards for Students. These
standards are as follows:
•
Communication and Collaboration: Students use digital
media and environments to communicate and work collaboratively, including at a distance, to support individual learning
and contribute to the learning of others.
•
Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making:
Students use critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research, manage projects, solve problems, and make informed
decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources.

teaching and understanding the Global
Positioning System itself

Figure 1. Finding our place through trilateration.

active simulation of two runners to develop their understanding of
the rate/time/distance relationship. This simulation allows students
to freely experiment with various speeds and distances to observe
the effects on the runners’ times. This exploration gives students
a conceptual building block that will eventually help them troubleshoot a malfunctioning GPS.

A study of the functioning of the Global Positioning System itself is
an ideal STEM context in which to develop critical thinking skills.
Although the GPS is a complex, highly-technical system, students
as young as Grade 5 have been able to gain a basic understanding of how the components work together to provide users with
their geographic location on earth. “Where in the World are We?”
is a Performance Task designed to give young people an under-

the deductive logic of trilateration. Using a 2-dimensional model
knowledge of three distances to an unknown location overlap at
location on a map.

back to contents

Figure 2. Exploring Rate x Time = Distance (http://
www.nctm.org/standards/content.aspx?id=25037)
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them solve the problem (locate the source of the erroneous data),
students are given information that the “time” data are produced
by a computer chip in the GPS receivers. Since the distances are
computed using a constant rate and a receiver-generated time,
the logical source of the problem is the computer chip that is
calculating the times.

Figure 3. NASA’s Data

Finally, students learn how communications between multiple
satellites and a ground-based, handheld unit use the r x t = d
relationship along with trilateration to lock in a location. Using the
familiar swimming pool game of Marco Polo as an analogy, the
exploration helps students understand how handheld GPS receivers compute distances to at least three GPS satellites.

that has been collected from a malfunction in the Global Positioning System, and they must use an understanding of the crosscutting theme of cause and effect to diagnose and offer a repair
strategy for this malfunctioning system. This activity is a wonderful
implementation of STL Standard #10, “Students will develop an
understanding of the role of troubleshooting, research and development, invention and innovation, and experimentation in problem

This Performance Task directly supports the development of
the critical thinking skills of reasoning effectively, using systems
thinking, making judgments and decisions, and solving problems.
Students must learn enough about the system to identify where
a failure is occurring and then craft a possible repair strategy
problem is that all of the distances calculated from all the availimportant for students to give close attention to place-value in
order to uncover an error while examining large numbers. To help
14 children’s technology and engineering May 2016

Students use their newly-acquired knowledge about the system
and about the rate-time-distance relationship to call into question
the functioning of the computer chip that calculates the times and
uses the rate constant to produce the distance. Since students
are told (in the simulation) that a single manufacturer produces all
of these computer chips, that manufacturer may have produced
a faulty chip, either in terms of the programmed constant for the
rate or in terms of the method of recording the time of arrival of
the signal. As they come to a solution for the problem, students
not only gain a realistic problem-solving experience, but they also
gain a basic understanding of how the Global Positioning System
works. Students engage in cause-effect analysis, they analyze the
function and structure of the system, and they use proportional
reasoning in analyzing the mathematics.
Whether students are exploring the functioning of the Global Positioning System itself or engaging in geocaching activities, GPS
offers great opportunities for education. Embedding new material
in the context of real-world applications is an effective teaching
strategy for developing critical thinking skills. Nearly all families
today make use of GPS in a variety of ways, and a basic underarea of study.
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Activity – continued from page 11.

will be provided an array of items, and they will make decisions about creating a model that represents the authentic
shapes of animal cell parts. The instructor will purposefully
assign the student lab pairs to make sure that they compleexperience is appropriately challenging and not discouraging
for each learner by closely monitoring all of the groups during
the lab. The instructor will provide feedback to the students if
he/she observes increasing student frustration.
The instructor will provide the learners with edible items
that could match the shapes of eukaryotic cell parts. For
a plant cell, but not for an animal cell, an Oreo cookie may
represent a nucleus, icing may be cytoplasm, sprinkles may
be ribosomes, twizzlers could be torn apart to create the cell
membrane, Frito chips may be the golgi bodies, red hots may
serve as lysosomes, etc.

1.

Teacher facilitation. The instructor will use verbal
prompts and probing questions to the students if he/she
observes the students choosing blatantly wrong items to
build their cells.

cells as compared to their own decisions. The students
will be instructed to defend their choices and critique
their peers’ decisions in a nonthreatening way that
stimulates meaningful dialogue with a secure community
of learners who are able to provide and receive constructive criticism. Therefore, at the conclusion of the activity,
the students will walk around and view their classmates’
about why they possibly chose the items, and what was
ways to improve the experience or items that could be
used in the future that would better represent the cell
parts. The teacher will act as a facilitator to help the students verbalize their thinking process when building their
cells and provide redirection as necessary.

references
Cell theory rap. Retrieved from http://camillasenior.homestead.com/Cell_Theory__Rap_.pdf
Reigeluth, C. M. & Carr-Chellman, A.A. (2009). Instructional
design theories and models: Building a common knowledge
base. Routledge: New York.

Janice Underwood, PhD teaches at Old
Dominion University in Norfolk, VA in the Department of STEM Education and Professional
Studies, where her research focus is culturally rel-

2.

Community building. After the students build their cell
models, they will be displayed around the room. The students will be given the opportunity to critique their peers’
models to see what decisions others made to build their

back to contents

evant teaching, particularly in science. For more
information on this lesson, Janice can be reached
at junderwo@odu.edu.
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